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Introduction
Recent advances in data linkage infrastructure in Australia
mean that data can be linked based on various identifiers
across datasets. In a first for Australia, we tested the feasibility
of linking data between a clinical quality disease registry with
Australian and state government health data across multiple
jurisdictions.

Objectives and Approach
To determine whether high quality linked data for stroke can
be obtained using a non-government managed registry (Australian Stroke Clinical Registry, AuSCR), national death registry data (Australian government), and hospital admission
and emergency presentation data (state governments) to assess the accuracy of consistent variables across the different
datasets. We used a cohort design with probabilistic data linkage to merge patient-level records. Descriptive statistics presented for matching concordance and Cohen’s kappa for concordance across demographic variables. The sensitivity and
specificity of in-hospital deaths collected in the AuSCR was
assessed against national death registrations.

trants were linked to one or more datasets; 98% were linked
with emergency presentation (80%) and/or admission (95%)
data. Linkage to national death registrations identified 4,183
death; 1440 of these were identified as in-hospital deaths in
both data sets demonstrating that in-hospital death classification in AuSCR had a 98.7% sensitivity and 99.6% specificity.
Concordance between common demographic variables was excellent (kappa 0.84 for aboriginal status and kappa 0.99 for
sex).

Conclusion/Implications
The majority of AuSCR registrants were accurately linked to
the Australian and state government datasets. Linkage quality
was excellent and there was high concordance between common variables. The ability to reliably merge the datasets assures future comprehensive analyses of stroke care, ongoing
health care resource utilisation and patient outcomes.

Results
There were 16,214 registrants in the study cohort. Their identifiers in the AuSCR from 2009-2013 were linked with death,
emergency department and hospital discharge data from April
2004 to December 2016. In total, 99% of the AuSCR regishttp://dx.doi.org/10.23889/ijpds.v3i4.781
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